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agile engineering & DevOps-unissant’s approach
Agile Engineering is certainly not a new concept and DevOps is growing in
popularity, so how should organizations think about incorporating these
techniques into their environment? The first item to consider is culture.
Implementing Agile & DevOps is all about changing the culture of an
organization. In some cases, organizations may not be ready to embrace
the change-that is just a fact. If you are uncertain as to whether or not your
organization is ready-either for Agile Transformation or DevOps, we recommend
conducting a maturity assessment to baseline your capabilities. This assessment
will provide a foundation that you can then build your execution plan against to
achieve iterative successes, while transforming the underlying culture.

Agile Engineering & DevOps
awards

• Inc. 5000 List
• Top SDB Company
• Top 50 Fastest Growing Asian Companies
• Top 50 Company in the DC Region

key facts

• CMMI Level 3 Dev, ISO 9001:2015 and
ISO 27000:2013 Company
• Certified, experienced IT professionals
• 93% Customer Satisfaction by Dun & Bradstreet
• VersionOne Partner
• Micropact Partner
• Oracle Gold Partner
• SAS Partner
• Unissant Innovation Center

Executive Roadmap

Define Roadmap

Perform Gap Assessment

Perform Current
Capabilities Assessment
Understand Current
Challenges & Pain Points

naics code(s)

541511, 541512, 541513, 541519,
541611, 541690, 541990, 561110,
561621, 561990

Your organization can certainly implement Agile Engineering without DevOps,
but definitely can’t implement DevOps without Agile Engineering. Unissant
provides services in both areas of discipline to provide the most flexibility to our
clients. We also work with leading Agile & DevOps platform vendors so that we
can provide end-to-end integrated solutions for our clients.

contract vehicles

agile engineering

• NIH CIO - SP3 SB - PRIME
HHSN316201200104W (8(a))
HHSN316201200184W (SB)
• GSA 8(a) STARS II - PRIME
GS - 06F - 0971Z
• GSA IT 70 - PRIME
GS35F - 0298T
• GSA MOBIS - PRIME
GS - 10F - 0300U
• GSA CPI BPA GS - 10F - 0300U
• FAA eFAST - PRIME
DTFAWA11A - 00058

Unissant offers several services to assist organizations in implementing Agile
capabilities, including Agile Development, and Agile Transformation services.
We believe that focusing on people and process, while bringing in the right
technologies to manage the agile development process provide the best
success for our clients.

Our comprehensive approach focuses on the roles, processes and artifacts
needed throughout the development cycle, with an emphasis on collaboration.
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Agile Engineering & DevOps
provides Agile Engineering
& DevOps Solutions that empower our clients to
meet their business goals. We have deep
expertise in finance, health IT, national
security and energy.
Unissant delivers innovative, cost-effective
solutions to government agencies and
private companies to help them tackle their
biggest challenges and achieve mission
success.
Unissant also has strategic relationships with
leading vendors that provide comprehensive
platforms to meet our customers needs.
Founded in 2006, Unissant is a CMMI Level
3 Dev, ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 27000:2013
company, SDB company with offices in
Reston, Virginia and San Antonio, Texas. In
August 2015, Unissant was named by Inc.
magazine as one of the nation’s fastestgrowing
private companies (the Inc. 5000
List).

Unissant delivers not only Agile Development & Engineering Services to our
clients, but we also focus on Agile Transformation. We work with organizations
that have a desire to embrace Agile practices, but are still developing using a
waterfall methodology. We focus on not only identifying the right projects to
leverage Agile, but also providing assistance in deploying the right skills, tools
& processes to be successful. We work hand-in-hand with our clients to ensure
their success.

DevOps
As many organizations have implemented Agile, they are finding inefficiency
in how quickly they can deploy their releases to production. While efficiency
was realized in the development process using Agile, the need to focus on
gaining efficiency in the entire development and operations processes becomes
a critical success factor to building truly efficient delivery & deployment
processes.
DevOps is about:
• A culture of continuous improvement to quickly learn and adapt
• Increased Collaboration between Operations & Development Teams
• Improved flow of information and feedback from operations &
development teams
• Extreme focus on automation of tools and processes
The value that DevOps brings to an organization is significant, not only in
delivering business value faster but also in delivering real cost savings for an
organization.

For more information about the company,
please visit www.unissant.com

contact

Beth Hiatt, Chief Information Officer
Phone: 703.889.8500 x 113
Email: bhiatt@unissant.com

At Unissant, our approach focuses on 3 key concepts: Continuous Delivery,
Continuous Provisioning and Continuous Security with a targeted emphasis
on the following characteristics: Communication, Collaboration, Transparency
& Automation. Unissant delivers DevOps services to our clients using an
integrated approach across people, process and technology. We leverage our
vendor partnerships to provide the best solution for our clients.
Please reach out to us directly to hear more about our capabilities and how we
can make you successful in your Agile Engineering & DevOps initiatives.
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